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Abstract 
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A polar flow on a closed 4.manifold with only index 2 saddles determines a framed link in S3. 
Isotopy classes of such links determine topological equivalence classes of polar flows. 
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1. Introduction 
A 4-manifold’s intersection form over H2( M4, Z) has been shown by the remark- 
able work of Freedman [5] and Donaldson [3] to be related in a very fundamental 
fashion to it’s topology. It remains a conjecture [6] that every smooth 4-manifold 
admits a decomposition into one O-handle, one 4-handle, and possibly some 2- 
handles. In this case, there is a polar Morse flow on M4 which has only saddles of 
index 2. It is not hard to prove that filling in the source and saddles, the stable 
manifolds of the saddles form exactly the generators for H’( M4, Z), and their 
intersection numbers in general position define the intersection form. An easy 
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observation tells us that a small 3-sphere about the source intersects with the stable 
manifolds in a link, and the linking numbers for distinct components coincide with 
the intersection numbers of corresponding 2-spheres. Therefore, according to Freed- 
man, the linking matrices filled along the diagonals with self-linking numbers 
uniquely determine the topological type of the 4-manifolds. However, neither the 
links nor the linking matrices alone are sufficient to characterize the flows (Remark 
7). The purpose of this paper is to show that the dynamical systems are precisely 
classified by links together with linking matrices, i.e., the framed links. 
A framed link is a finite, disjoint collection on smoothly embedded circles in S’, 
knotted or unknotted, with an integer kj (called the framing number, or self-linking 
number) associated to each circle. A central result in the theory of 3-manifolds is 
that framed links, modulo the Kirby calculus (given by the K-move, see [4, S]), 
classify the orientation preserving homeomorphism classes of compact closed 3- 
manifolds. As shown by W. Lickorish and A. Wallace, every orientable 3-manifold 
is the boundary of some 4-manifold [9]. 
Our interest in this work stems from the desire of understanding, in dimension 
4 and higher, the relation between the C*-algebras of the flows, especially their 
K-theoretical invariants, with the numerical invariants of dynamical systems. The 
2-dimensional situation is studied in [ 131. In this paper we shall collect certain facts 
for this purpose. Some of the techniques used here are familiar to low-dimensional 
topologists, however, as far as we know, have not yet been adopted in dynamical 
systems. 
In the following discussion we shall assume the manifolds and flows are smooth. 
2. Main results 
We say a flow cp is a polar Morse Jlow if 
(1) the nonwandering set 0((p) consists of a finite number of singularities, all of 
which are hyperbolic, 
(2) if p, and p2 are singularities of cp, then the stable manifold W’(p,) is transverse 
to the unstable manifold W”(p>), 
(3) cp has exactly one source (the “north pole”) and one sink (the “south pole”). 
We are concerned in this paper with polar Morse flows cp having only index 2 
saddles on closed 4-manifolds M. For convenience we call such flows even polar 
flows. Of course the manifolds M admitting even polar flows are simply connected. 
Note that the gradient flow of a perfect Morse function may be not a polar Morse 
flow, as condition (2) may not be satisfied. It is an even polar flow exactly if it has 
no saddle connection, i.e., when it is structurally stable. 
We shall denote the saddles by P,, i = 1,. . . , n, and the south pole and the north 
pole by Ps and P,. We recommend [12] as a general reference for the link theory. 
Since the north pole PN is a source, there is a 3-sphere S’ around P, which is a 
transverse to the flow. We shall call it “the linking sphere at PN” and denote it Sk. 
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Lemma 1. The intersection L = Sk n (U:=, W(P,)) is a link of n-components. 
Proof. The stable manifold W’(P,) is an embedded [w’ meeting Sk transversally. 
So S’, n WL(P>) is an embedded knot. q 
Clearly the isotropy class of the link L is independent of a particular choice of 
the linking sphere s’,. 
Set 2 = IJ:=, ( W'( P,) u W”( PC)) and MC= M\I. For every PE M’, the a-limit 
LY (p) is a singularity. Since P E E, by the construction of M’ we have cy (P) = PN . 
Thus every orbit cp,( P) (t E R) meets the transverse Sh\L in a unique point rr( P). 
We have thus obtained a submersion rr : MC+ SL\L. Recall that two flows q and 
$ on M and N respectively are (topologically) conjugate if there is a homeomorphism 
(T: M -+ N such that (T 0 cp, = cp, 0 (T. The following is easy to verify. 
Lemma 2. The map r identijes the orbit space M’/cp with the link complement SL\L. 
The restriction cp 1 M’ is conjugate to the product flow cp” on (Si\ L) x R. 
Let (T : ((Sh\ L) x R, cp”) + (MC, cp) be the conjugacy. 
By the Hartman-Grobman Theorem [7, p. 2441, the flow near a saddle p, is 
conjugate to its linearization. That is, there is a closed neighborhood U,, of p,, to 
which the restriction of cp is conjugate to the hyperbolic flow 
p:(x) = diag(e-‘, em’, e’, e’)x 
on D’X D’. Let 
(1) 
h, : (D2 x @, cpO) + (up,, cp) (2) 
define such a conjugacy. Note that a(D’ x D2) = (D’x S’) u (S’ x D2). Let Tj: = 
h,(D’ x S’) and Ti = h,(S’ x D2). Thus a U,, is the union of the two solid tori Tj: 
and T1, which are the intersection of flow lines “in” and “out” of U,, respectively. 
Let K, be the knot which is the intersection of S’, with the stable manifold of p,. 
“Pushing back” Ti towards the source along the flow cp one obtains an embedding 
f; of S’ x D2 onto a tubular neighborhood of K, in Sh. Identifying S’ x (0) with Ki 
byJ gives a framing on K, as follows. For any parallel curve K: =J;(S’ x {x}), x # 0, 
the framing is given by the linking number I(K,, K:). This is clearly independent 
of the choice of x. Thus we have shown 
Proposition 3. Theflow cp dejines a framed link L* uniquely up to isotopy equivalence. 
From Morse theory [lo] we know that the Morse flow cp determines a handlebody 
decomposition of M. Under our assumption about the Morse indices of cp, the 
manifold M can be constructed from a O-handle H” (= D4x (0)) by attaching n 
2-handles HZ (= D’ x D”) and a 4-handle H4 (= (0) x D4): 
M=H0vH’u...uH2 u H”, 
II lz I,, 1.8 tI 
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The attaching maps f; are given by the framings on L”. The boundary of the 
handlebody Ho u,, H2 ulz. . . u,,, HZ is the result of the handlesurgery on the framed 
link L” in Sh [8]. 
Clearly not all links in S3 come from even polar flows. The trefoil knot is such 
an example. One restriction is on the linking matrices, in particular, the framing 
numbers. 
Proposition 4 [ 13, Lemma 5.21. Let AN and AS be the linking matrices of the framed 
links Lz and Lz defined by an even polar flow cp, with respect to corresponding bases 
determined by the saddles. Then ANAs = 1. In particular \A,1 = )AsJ = *l. 
If a knot arises from such a flow, the framing number has to be +l. Attaching a 
2-handle to the trefoil knot yields a Poincart homology sphere. In fact, a framed 
link L” comes from such a flow if and only if the handlesurgery produces a 
2-handlebody with boundary being S’. Thus Kirby’s results [4, 81 tell us: 
Theorem 5. A framed link L” comes from an even polar pow if and only if it can be 
reduced by Jinite steps of Kirby moves to an unknot with linking number *l. 
The following result together with the above theorem provide a complete 
classification of all the even polar flows on closed simply connected 4-manifolds. 
Theorem 6. Let cp, and cpz be two even polarflows on M, and M2 respectively. Then 
the twoflows cp, and (p2 are topologically conjugate if and only if the two framed links 
LT and Lf are isotopic. 
Remark 7. Note that an unframed link cannot determine the flow, not even the 
manifold. For the Hopf links in Fig. 1, the framing on (a) gives S’X S2, while that 
on (b) gives @ P2# (-@ P*) where -C P2 is @ P2 with the conjugate orientation. 
(4 (b) 
Fig. 1 
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Since a 4-manifold admits many nonconjugate even polar flows, the linking 
matrices alone do not determine the flows either. In fact, it follows from Theorems 
5 and 6 that any nontrivial Kirby move preserving the congruence class of the linking 
matrix determines a nonconjugate even polar flow. Conversely starting from a framed 
link, such Kirby moves supply all the even polar flows on the same 4-manifold. 
We shall use the following fact in the proof of Theorem 6. 
Lemma 8 (Pasting Lemma for Flows). Let cp,, $, be flows on X, and Y, respectively, 
i = 1,2. Assume that there are saturated submanifolds U c X, and V c Y, and embed- 
dings f: U q X, and g: N =+ Yz such that (D; and $, induce coherentjlows (D and $ on 
thejibred product X, v, XI and Y, v, Y2 respectively. Suppose r, : (X,, cp,) + ( Y;, $,) is 
a corzjugation of,flows for i = 1,2, such that g 0 T, = r2 of: Then there is a conjugation 
7:(X,cp)+(Y,G). 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the pasting lemma, [ll, Theorem 7.3, 
p. 1081. 0 
Proof of Theorem 6. If ‘p, and cpz are topologically conjugate, then the homeomorph- 
ism T from M, to M1 carries a stable linking sphere of M, to that of MZ, sending 
L, onto L2. To see that the framings are preserved, we fix a knot K in L, with 
corresponding saddle p and let p’ = T(P) and K’= T(K). As before choose a 
linearization h,: D' x D’+ U,, for a neighborhood U,, of p. Then h,,= 
T 0 h, : D” x D’ w M’ is a linearization of a neighborhood U,,, = h,,JD* x I?) of p’. 
Thus T provides an equivalence between the two framings f, = T 0 h, and f,, = rr’ 0 h,,. . 
This shows the framed links determined by conjugate flows are equivalent. 
Conversely, for the framed link L” arising from an arbitrary even polar flow cp, 
we construct a “standard” ftow cp” using only L* on M, and show that cp” is 
topologically conjugate to cp. 




where (Y, /3 are the gluing maps sending D’ x S’ x {0} and S’ x D’x (0) to 
a( D’ x D’) = (D’ x S') u (S' x D’) respectively. Let (oO be the flow on Xi such that 
in D’ x D' it is the hyperbolic local flow given by (1) while in D2 x S’ x (-00,0] 
and S’ x D’ x [0, m) it is the product flow. Let X = I]:‘_’ X,, the disjoint union with 
the joint flow cp”. In expression (3) defining X,, we replace D’ by D’\(O) and obtain 
an open submanifold U,. Set U = I]:‘= I U,. The framing of L” identifies the cp”-orbits 
parameterized by u:‘_l S’ x (D?\(O)) with the p-orbits parameterized by N(L)/& 
where N(L) is a tubular neighborhood of L in $,. Such a neighborhood can be 
written as u :‘= I S’ x 0’ and the parameterization of each S’ x D’ is chosen so that 
the linking number of S’ x (0) and S’ x {x} for each S’ is the corresponding framing 
number for that link component. Again we denote by f: u I’_ I U, 9 (S3\L) x R! such 
an embedding. The fibred product Mi, = X v, (S”\ L) x R is an open 4-manifold with 
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two ends. By a reparameterization, we can make f invariant under the R-action, so 
the flow cp” on X and the product flow on (X3\L) XR join to give a flow on MA, 
again called q”. Putting in a source and a sink on the compactification MO we have 
the standard flow (MO, rp”) associated to L*. 
Claim that (MO, cp”) is conjugate to (M, cp). Let Y be the saturated neighborhood 
containing all hj(D2x II’), see (2). Then there is a conjugation r from (X, 40’) to 
the tubular neighborhood Y of IJ:=r W”( pi) u wi(p,). By Lemma 2, there is also 
a conjugation LT from ((S3\L) x R, cp”) to (M’, p). By a diagram chase one verifies 
that the reparameterization making the embedding f compatible with the flow also 
provides o 0 f = T. Now we apply Lemma 8 and the conclusion follows. 0 
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